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NAVY HONOURS THE SISTER SERVICE

Merchant ships which have done gallant work in this war are honoured

in Navy fashion at a new Naval base for DEMS gunners, those naval ratings

specially trained to man the defensive guns of merchant ships.

It has long been the custom in Naval shore establishments to name their

buildings after famous admirals and warships* /rising out of this custom, the

buildings of H.M.S, SAFEGUARD, the first Naval depot solely for DBMS gunners,

which will soon be fully established, have been named after merchantmen who

have done worthy service in this war.

Thus the main block is called ENTIRE PROGRESS, the sick bay buildings are

named after the INISHTRAHULL and another block after the STONEPOOL, all ships

which distinguished themselves in face of enemy -U-boat and aircraft attack,

The BETSWOOD, SIR RUSSEL, RUDMORE and BOVEY TRACEY, all veterans of the

hazardous wartime coastal traffic through the Channel, are similarly honoured.

H.M.S. SAFEGUARD consists of two fine • aid manor houses situated in the

South of England. It will be a base for DELIS gunners in the same way as Royal Naval

Barracks are the bases for general service ratings. Hitherto the gunners who

man the defensive aramament of merchant ships have worked from home ports and

various scattered training and canning establishments.

In one of the manor houses and in service huts erected in the grounds,

over 500 ratings will be comfortably accommodated and trained. The other house

has been-converted into quarters for the officers* The hone form buildings

have become a modem sick bay.

The companies owning vessels whose names have been given to buildings

at the depot, have all shown the greatest interest in this idea. One of then sent

a cheque of £lOO which has been used to buy a billiard table for the canteen.

All of then presented pictures of the ships to be framed .and hung in the buildings

Which have their names.

Over the main” entrance of H.M.S. SAFEGUARD is the ESTABLISHMENT's newly

designed crest which embodies Lewis guns, crashing aircraft and merchant ships

in convoy, with the proud motto ’’Mercantores Defendo" ("I defend the merchantmen").
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